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Project Abstract 
Protein degradation is vital for a variety of essential cellular processes like apoptosis and 
transcription. Its malfunction is associated with severe diseases including cancer and neu-
rodegenerative diseases. In eukaryotes, protein degradation is regulated by the ubiquitin-
proteasome pathway, in which the 26S proteasome acts as its executive key player. The 
26S proteasome is a 2.5 MDa multi-subunit molecular machine, which recruits, unfolds, 
and degrades tetra-ubiquitin tagged proteins. The recently obtained structure of the 26S 
proteasome provides a unique opportunity to explore for the first time its complex func-
tion and dynamics at atomic resolution through molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. 
Here, we propose to explore the first functional processes of the 26S proteasome degrada-
tion cycle, namely the recognition, recruitment and transport of a poly-ubiquitin tag. To 
overcome computational timescale limitations, we propose to employ MD simulations 
coupled with enhanced sampling methods, which can currently only be performed on a 
petascale machine such as Blue Waters. This project is a huge opportunity for computa-
tional biology at UIUC as it deals with one of the hottest areas of cell biology today, pos-
sibly Nobel Prize worthy, for which presently expertise and means (Blue Waters) reside 
only at UIUC. 
 

Field of Science 
The field of science of the proposed project is molecular cell biology.  
Principal Investigator 
Klaus Schulten is the Swanlund Professor of Physics at UIUC and a co-director of the 
NSF Physics Frontier Center for the Physics of Living Cells (CPLC). He is an expert in 
theoretical and computational biophysics and has directed the NIH-funded Biotechnolog-
ical Research Center for Macromolecular Modeling and Bioinformatics for more than 20 
years. The Center’s molecular analysis and dynamics programs VMD and NAMD are 
used by over 260,000 registered users for research in many areas of biological science 
and are considered the fastest programs for simulations of large scale biological systems. 
Schulten’s research papers have received over 70,000 citations, which is among the high-
est citation rates in all of computational biology. 
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Project Overview  
Accurate and timely protein degradation is essential for maintenance of protein 

homeostasis in cells. Degradation in eukaryotes is regulated by the ubiquitin-proteasome 
pathway with 26S proteasome as a key player operating at its executive end [1]. In recent 
years, the 26S proteasome, also known as the waste recycler of the cell, has been identi-
fied as a possible drug target for various severe diseases [2]. For example, two approved 
anti cancer drugs are known to target the 26S proteasome [3, 4]. 

While the general function of the 26S proteasome is known to be recruiting, unfold-
ing, and degrading tetra-ubiquitin tagged protein substrates, its detailed atomic mecha-
nisms remain elusive. Recently, a near-atomic model of the complete 26S proteasome has 
been obtained, providing a structural context for understanding its function [5, 6]. How-
ever, complete understanding still requires identifying exact molecular processes per-
formed by the 26S proteasome. MD simulations are uniquely suited to obtain dynamic 
insights into mechanisms of the 26S proteasome degradation cycle and close the last 
structural gaps, which are not accessible to structural experiments due to high flexibility 
or multi conformational structures. 

Here, we propose to use MD simulations to examine in collaboration with our ex-
perimental coworkers the first step of the 26S proteasome degradation cycle, which is 
assumed to be driven by the highly flexible Rpn10 receptor [7]. The first step of this cy-
cle entails recognition and recruitment of the tetra-ubiquitin tag on the substrate by 
Rpn10, followed by the transport of the tagged substrate by Rpn10 from solution to the 
active site of the de-ubiquitylating enzyme Rpn11. The relevant conformational changes 
of Rpn10, which are coupled to the events of recognition, binding and transport of tet-
ra-ubiquitin, are expected to occur on timescales of several microsecond to milliseconds. 
These timescales are inaccessible to all-atom equilibrium MD simulations. However, 
study of conformational changes and binding events of flexible proteins on the stated 
timescales is well suited for enhanced sampling methods within the framework of MD 
simulations, such as generalized simulated annealing (GSAFold) [8] and replica ex-
change MD (REMD) [9] methods, both recently implemented in our group’s NAMD 
software [10]. 

With the use of enhanced sampling MD, we will be able to:  1) obtain structures of 
flexible proteins, currently inaccessible to experiments, 2) for the first time, examine the 
physical plausibility of the hypothesis that flexible ubiquitin receptor Rpn10 delivers 
ubiquitin to the active site of de-ubiquitylating enzyme Rpn11; 3) determine how the 26S 
proteasome regulates flexible proteins to recognize and transport tagged proteins. The 
outcomes will be of high interest to experimentalists, since determining structure and 
dynamics of highly flexible proteins such as Rpn10 remains challenging.  
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Target Problem 
Here, we propose to characterize 
with MD simulations how 26S pro-
teasome recognizes, recruits, and 
transports the tetra-ubiquitin tag in 
the first step of the protein degrada-
tion cycle. This first step is thought 
to be primarily performed by Rpn10, 
which consists of a globular part and 
a long flexible arm, resembling a 
fishing rod, that contains a ubiquitin 
interacting motif (UIM) domain, 
resembling a fishing hook. While the 
globular part of Rpn10 binds stably 
to the proteasome complex [11, 12], 
the location, flexibility and dynam-
ical behavior of the flexible Rpn10 
arm within the 26S proteasome is 
unknown. 

In principle, long MD simulations 
could be used to determine the loca-
tion, flexibility and dynamical be-
havior of Rpn10 within the 26S pro-
teasome, in both free and ubiquitin-
bound states. However, preliminary 
all-atom and coarse grained equilib-
rium MD simulations showed that 
the Rpn10 arm could interact and 
become trapped by the Rpn10 globu-
lar part on the timescale of 100 na-
noseconds. The observed traps imply 
a rough free energy surface of 
Rpn10, containing multiple minima 
separated by high barriers. More 
trapped configurations of Rpn10 
flexible arm are expected in the context of the complete proteasome. Therefore, in order 
to efficiently sample the whole conformational space of Rpn10 within the 26S pro-
teasome complex, we propose to explore this complex with MD simulations combined 
with enhanced sampling methods GSAFold (later on referred as GSA) [8] and REMD 
[9], both recently implemented in NAMD [10]. 

Ubiquitin
Transport

Substrate
Degradation
(`-ring)
Substrate
Discrimination
(_-ring)

Substrate
Unfolding
(ATPase-ring)

Ubiquitin
Recognition
(Rpn10)

De-ubiquitylation
(Rpn11)

Figure 1: 26S Proteasome. The upper part depicts a ubiq-
uitin (shown in red) recruitment by Rpn10 (dark blue) and 
transport of ubiquitin to the de-ubiquitylating protein Rpn11 
(green) within the near-atomic structure of the 26S pro-
teasome (light blue cartoon, PDB-ID: 4CR2) fitted by 
MDFF into a 8 Å cryo-EM density map (EMDB-ID: 2594). 
The 26S proteasome is rotationally symmetric; the bottom 
part shows the identical near-atomic structure in surface 
representation, highlighting the substrate processing. After 
recognition and cleavage of the tetra-ubiquitin tag by the 
specific subunits of the lid and the base (gray) the substrate 
is unfolded by the ATPase-ring (pink), checked by the 
α-ring (yellow), and degraded by the β-ring (orange). 
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The GSA method is uniquely suited for a broad exploration of rough free energy surfaces 
in large macromolecular complexes, as recently shown by our group for a cellulosome 
complex. While GSA simulations of partially restrained Rpn10 and 26S proteasome in 
implicit solvent will provide clusters of Rpn10 configurations, the obtained configura-
tions need to be further explored by REMD simulations of fully flexible Rpn10 within the 
26S proteasome in solvent. Flexibility of Rpn10 will be particularly important for exam-
ining how the bound tetra-ubiquitin modulates the conformational space available to 
Rpn10. 

To overcome the computational time scale limit in REMD simulations and obtain a con-
verged conformational ensemble of Rpn10 structures within the 26S proteasome, we pro-
pose to describe the system with the PACE hybrid-resolution model [13, 14], developed 
in our group. The PACE model, with proteins represented in a united-atom model and 
with solvent described in a coarse-grained solvent model, provides ~50 times acceleration 
in comparison with the all-atom model [13]. A combination of the PACE hybrid model 
and REMD was used recently with great success for examining self-assembly of flexible 
proteins into fibrils [15]. Since the combination of PACE and REMD lead to convergence 
in conformational sampling in [15], we expect similar convergence of Rpn10 configura-
tions within the 26S proteasome.   

Preliminary studies 
Recently, first near‑atomic structural models of 26S proteasomes in three different states 
(PDB identification codes: 4CR2, 4CR3, 4CR4) were derived from 8 Å-resolution cryo-
EM density maps. These models were obtained by combining crystal structures of indi-
vidual proteins (66 resolved proteins at present) and fitting them into density maps; the 
fitting procedure was performed with the help of the MDFF software within the NAMD 
program, developed by our lab [16, 17]. 

The obtained structural models require further improvements, such as addition of missing 
domains and flexible parts, to be complete and stable when probed in MD simulations. 
To perform the proposed study, it is crucial to obtain complete models of at least two 26S 
proteasome proteins, Rpn10 and Rpn11, which are known to bind to the polyubiquitin 
tag. We initially prepared complete structures of these proteins by combining available 
structural data on Rpn10 and Rpn11, preparing their homology models (where appropri-
ate), and modeling in the missing parts with Modeller software [18] (Fig. 3). The pre-
pared structures were relaxed in all-atom MD simulations (< 100 ns) and in hybrid reso-

GSA GSA

reaction coordinate
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REMD REMD REMD

Figure 2: Sampling of the energy landscape. The 
combination of GSA and REMD enables the explo-
ration of rough energy landscapes, with several local 
minima separated by high-energy barriers, which 
govern the biomolecular motion. By using the com-
bination of GSA and REMD, the highly flexible 
multi conformational substates of Rpn10 become 
accessible to simulations. 
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lution 1-2 µs MD simulations, until secondary structure convergence was observed. The 
completed and relaxed Rpn10 and Rpn11 structures have been incorporated by MDFF 
into the complete structural model of the 26S proteasome, thus providing a starting point 
structure for the proposed MD simulations. 

 
Figure 3: Simulation of the action of proteasome subunits Rpn10 and Rpn11. a) Complete structure 
of Rpn10. The globular part of Rpn10 (shown in dark blue) is a homology model based on the X-ray struc-
ture of Rpn10 of S. pombe (PDB ID 2X5N), the helical extension (light blue) that contains the ubiquitin 
interaction motif (UIM) is a homology model, based on its NMR structure for human Rpn10 with bound 
mono-ubiquitin (PDB ID: 2KDE). Experimentally not resolved parts (orange) were modeled with Model-
ler. b) Complete structure of Rpn11. The globular part of Rpn11 (light green) is based on the X-ray struc-
ture of the Rpn11/Rpn8 dimer in yeast (PDB ID: 4OCM). The helical N-terminus is based on PDB ID 3J47 
(tan). Experimentally not resolved parts (orange) were modeled with Modeller. c) Different confor-
mations of Rpn10 obtained by GSA simulations. Final structures of the preliminary GSA simulations of 
32 configurations of isolated Rpn10 (dark blue) are overlayed with the complete 26S proteasome complex 
to give an impression of the configuration space covered by the flexible linker of the Rpn10. 

To test if converged conformational ensembles could in principle be obtained by the pro-
posed approach, we performed preliminary GSA simulations of isolated Rpn10 and 
REMD simulations of the Rpn10 flexible arm in solvent. A diverse set of structures of 
Rpn10 and its arm was generated already in short GSA (Fig. 3 c) and REMD simulations, 
indicating large flexibility of Rpn10 and the fact that the chosen simulation types are 
suitable to describe conformational space of Rpn10. 

Description of Code(s) 
NAMD (NAnoscale Molecular Dynamics) is a parallel molecular dynamics code de-
signed for high performance simulation of large biomolecular systems [19]. It employs 
the prioritized message-driven execution capabilities of the Charm++ parallel runtime 
system, allowing excellent parallel scaling on both massively parallel supercomputers 
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c) GSA sampling of Rpn10
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and commodity workstation clusters. Recognized as the leading software for running 
such simulations on large parallel machines, NAMD demonstrated scaling to thousands 
of processors in a 2002 paper that received a Gordon Bell Award. In 2012, a 100 million 
atom NAMD simulation was chosen as an acceptance benchmark for Blue Waters, and 
during the Blue Waters friendly user time, NAMD was also used to provide the first all-
atom description of the 64 million atom HIV capsid, recently published in Nature [20].  

A major advance in NAMD was support for petascale simulations of modestly sized sys-
tems through a new implementation of replica-exchange enhanced sampling methods 
including parallel tempering (temperature REMD), used in the proposed project. The 
NAMD 2.9 implementation was limited to Charm++ running on top of MPI, which was a 
particular limitation for Cray machines for which highly tuned Charm++ network layers 
had been developed. However, a new and completely backwards-compatible replica-
exchange implementation into NAMD has been developed, which now directly supports 
these network layers as well as fine-grained Charm++ messaging. 
The GSA method is an already established plugin in NAMD. GSA is highly scalable be-
cause each run is independently performed on one or a few nodes, so no communication 
among the nodes is needed. Therefore, GSA scales linearly with the number of investi-
gated configurations. Different configurations are gained by different seeds for every run. 

Experience, Readiness, Usage Plans and Funding Sources 
Our software NAMD served as an acceptance test for the Blue Waters and is being used 
for our Petascale Computing Resource Allocation (PRAC) on Blue Waters. GSA and 
REMD methods are already implemented into the NAMD code. GSA was successfully 
applied on Blue Waters for the case of the cellulosome [21]. The development of NAMD 
on the Blue Waters is fully supported through PRAC by NCSA; no further support is 
needed.  
 
Our estimate of Blue Waters usage per quarter is Q1: 40%, Q2: 10%, and Q3: 40% Q4: 
10%. Within Q1 we will perform the GSA simulations. Within Q2 we will determine 
optimal simulation parameters for REMD, and perform production runs in Q3 and Q4. 

Resources Required 
The proposed simulations will be conducted using NAMD, a molecular dynamics pro-
gram already successfully used on Blue Waters, as described above. 

The first part of the proposed simulations will be conducted using GSAFold, a highly 
scalable simulated annealing method, implemented as a plugin into NAMD, which was 
already successfully used on Blue Waters [21]. Using the same parameters as in [21], 
benchmarks for 32 configurations of Rpn10 (4,126 atoms, 3,524 with fixed bonds and 
602 with flexible bonds) with 60,000 steps required 21 hours on one node. We estimate 
100,000 configurations as reasonable; the number of configurations is twice as large as 
used for the cellulosome [21]. However, in case of the cellulosome only two clusters of 
configurations were achieved, whereas benchmarks for Rpn10 with 320 configurations 
revealed already multiple configurations and a much wider configuration space. The re-
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sults of the configuration space of the isolated Rpn10 will be used to enhance the simula-
tion system by the parts of the proteasome that can be reached by the flexible part of the 
Rpn10. Two more simulations with and without ubiquitin will be performed within the 
context of the proteasome. As the additional parts are kept fixed, we assume a similar 
amount of computer time as for the isolated Rpn10. Hence, we will need 3 simulations of 
100,000 configurations, which each will use 65,625 node-hours. In total we will use 
196,875 node-hours to conduct the GSA part of the study. 

The second part of the proposed simulations will be conducted using REMD implement-
ed into NAMD, which was already successfully used on Blue Waters. REMD simulations 
of two systems (each 180,000 beads) will be performed, containing the 26S proteasome 
regulatory particle by itself and with ubiquitin-bound Rpn10. The REMD predictor [22] 
suggested 475 replicas for the proposed system for a temperature range of 300 - 500K. A 
5 ns test REMD simulation was performed for a 40,000 atom test system containing only 
the Rpn10 flexible arm, in order to determine optimal REMD parameters and identify a 
suitable temperature range that results in a versatile conformation ensemble of Rpn10. 
For this test system, we have been able to obtain a large ensemble of Rpn10 confor-
mations and achieve a 40% replica-exchange rate with the suggested number of replicas, 
which is considered efficient for REMD simulations.  

The performance of REMD simulations for the proposed proteasome system (180,000 
beads) is determined based on the benchmark of 3.69 node-hours for 1 ns simulations for 
each of the 475 replicas, employing 4,750 Blue Water nodes. Based on our previous ex-
perience of simulating similar systems, we will perform 75 ns REMD simulations for 
each of the two systems to derive the average conformations of Rpn10 within the 26S 
proteasome. Therefore, we will need 2 simulations x 3.69 node-hours/ns/replica x 475 
replicas x 75 ns = 262,910 node-hours. It is also estimated that 5.0 TB of on-line disk 
storage will be required to house the simulation output. 

In total we request 459,785 node-hours. 

Requested Start Date and Duration 
The start date for the allocation for the proposed project is November 1, 2014. We expect 
to complete the proposed calculations within 9-12 months.  
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